In constructing a time histogram of the event sequences derived from a nonstationary point process, we wish to determine the bin width such that the mean squared error of the histogram from the underlying rate of occurrence is minimized. We find that the optimal bin widths obtained for a doubly stochastic Poisson process and a sinusoidally regulated Poisson process exhibit different scaling relations with respect to the number of sequences, time scale and amplitude of rate modulation, but both diverge under similar parametric conditions. This implies that under these conditions, no determination of the time-dependent rate can be made. We also apply the kernel method to these point processes, and find that the optimal kernels do not exhibit any critical phenomena, unlike the time histogram method.
Introduction
It is known that for a given neuron in vivo, the spike sequences generated in response to identical behavioural stimuli applied on separate occasions will not be identical. In such a situation that the spiking response contains some uncertainty, one must repeat the same trial a number of times to extract the actual signal of each neuron. The signal, or the message, is considered to underlie the rate of occurrence with which the spikes are evoked [1] . If the underlying rate is given a priori as a function of time, one would employ the maximum likelihood estimates to determine its parameters. In the general circumstance in which the underlying rate is not known, however, one should employ a nonparametric method for the inference of the underlying rate of occurrence. There have been proposed methods for filtering the rate of occurrence from a set of event sequences [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Among them, the most basic and easily applied method consists of constructing the time histogram for a series of events, or spikes. In fact, most rate evaluations for spike sequences recorded in neurophysiological experiments are carried out using time histograms [8, 9] . In constructing a time histogram, one has to determine the bin width. A small bin width is necessary for capturing the details of the time dependence of the spike rate. If the bin width is too small, however, the time histogram fluctuates greatly, and we cannot discern the underlying rate of occurrence. In this paper, we determine the optimal bin width, with which the time histogram best approximates the underlying rate of occurrence.
Consider the situation that we observed n sequences of point events, or spikes, repeatedly derived from time-dependent Poisson processes characterized by the same time-dependent rate of occurrence, λ(t) [10, 11] . With this set of data, one constructs a time histogramλ (t) to infer the underlying rate of occurrence λ(t). The time histogram takes the form of a bar graph, consisting of bars of bin width aligned along the time axis t (see figure 1 ). The height of each bar is proportional to the total number of spikes k that occurred within the time interval corresponding to this bin, divided by the product of the bin width and the number of sequences n: k/(n ).
The goodness of the fit of the time histogram is evaluated by averaging the squared error from the underlying rate of occurrence over the total observation time T:
The total observation time T is assumed to be sufficiently large compared to , so that the boundary effect can be ignored. The optimal bin width is defined as * ≡ arg min E .
In the following, we obtain the mean squared error analytically through averaging over all possible spike sequences generated with the rates of occurrence λ(t) of a doubly stochastic Poisson process or a sinusoidally regulated Poisson process. We find that the optimal bin widths obtained for these point processes exhibit different scaling relations with respect to the number of sequences, time scale and amplitude of rate modulation, but both diverge under similar parametric conditions. In addition to the time histogram method, we apply the kernel method to these point processes. It was found that the optimal kernels do not exhibit any critical phenomena, unlike the time histogram method. 
Bar graph time histograms

Doubly stochastic Poisson process
We first consider a doubly stochastic Poisson process, in which the rate of occurrence λ(t) is a realization of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process,
where ξ(t) is the Gaussian white noise with ensemble-averaged quantities ξ(t) = 0 and ξ(t)ξ(t ) = δ(t − t ). This process yields the fluctuating rate of occurrence λ(t) = µ + σ η(t), where µ is the mean rate, and η(t) is a Gaussian random variable characterized by the ensemble average
In this process, we stipulate that spikes are not generated when λ(t) 0. Negative values of λ(t) that may occur in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process result in errors in the analysis. The following analytical results are reliable for σ 2 τ/µ 1 [12] . The mean squared error E defined in (1) for a particular realization of the OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, λ(t), is expected to be self-averaging in the limit of a long observation time, T → ∞, and in this case, E can be replaced with its average over Gaussian distributed ensembles of η(t), denoted as E . This mean squared error is analytically obtained as
This quantity either takes its minimum value at some finite = * or decreases monotonically with (see figure 2) . The optimal bin width * is finite if
In other words, determination of the time-dependent rate cannot be made unless this condition (6) is met. The boundaries between regions in the parameter space in which different types of behaviour are exhibited are depicted in figure 3 for several values of n.
In the asymptotic limit, z 1, the optimal bin width * , determined by d E /d = 0, obeys the scaling relation In this limit, the mean squared error is estimated as
For small n, the boundary between regions of finite and infinite * , defined by (6), is beyond the range of validity for the analytical treatment. That is, the condition σ 2 τ/µ 1 is not satisfied. In order to see how the boundary is modified from (6) for n = 1, we performed a numerical simulation consisting of the following steps. First, we derived a sequence of spikes from a doubly stochastic Poisson process for a period of T = 10 6 . Then, for each sequence, we constructed two time histograms with bin widths 1 = 100τ and 2 = 1000τ , and then computed E 1 and E 2 , according to (1) . If E 1 > E 2 , we regarded the optimal bin width * to be infinite, and otherwise finite. Figure 4 compares the boundaries obtained analytically and numerically. It is seen that they exhibit good agreement, even for n = 1.
Sinusoidally regulated Poisson process
We next consider a sinusoidally regulated Poisson process, in which the rate of occurrence λ(t) is modulated by a smooth sinusoidal function,
where µ, σ and τ are, respectively, the mean rate, the amplitude of modulation and the time scale of modulation. Here, we assume µ > |σ |. The mean squared error for this process is evaluated as
where
The optimal determination of the rate can be obtained with a bin width satisfying m * = 2πτ , with integer m. The condition under which the histogram exhibits nontrivial modulation, m = 2, 3, . . . , is given by
Note that this condition is similar to that given in (6), derived for the doubly stochastic Poisson process.
In the asymptotic limit, z 1, the optimal bin width obeys the scaling relation
Note that this scaling exponent is different from that of the doubly stochastic Poisson process (7). In this limit, the mean squared error is estimated as
Line graph time histograms
If the simple bar graph time histogram is replaced with other kinds of functions, the goodness of the fit to the true rate of occurrence might be improved. In order to test this possibility, we replace the bar graph time histogram with the line graph (piecewise linear function), which is constructed by connecting the top-centres of adjacent bars of the original bar graph.
Doubly stochastic Poisson process
For the doubly stochastic Poisson process, the mean squared error is obtained as
In this case, the optimal bin width * is finite if
This condition is similar to those given in (6) and (12), although the numerical values differ.
(17) which is the same as the scaling relation (7) obtained for the bar graph time histogram. In this limit, the mean squared error is estimated as
This value of the mean squared error obtained with the line graph time histogram is smaller than that obtained with the bar graph time histogram (8) , by the amount
Sinusoidally regulated Poisson process
For the sinusoidally regulated Poisson process, the mean squared error is obtained as
where ϒ j is given in (11), and
The condition under which the histogram exhibits nontrivial modulation, k * = 2πτ with k = 2, 3, . . . , is given by
This condition is similar to those given in (6), (12) and (16), although the numerical values differ.
The exponent, −1/5, of this scaling relation is different from the exponent, −1/3, of the scaling relation (13) obtained for the bar graph time histogram. In this limit, the mean squared error is estimated as
This mean squared error obtained with the line graph time histogram (24) is much smaller than that obtained with the bar graph time histogram (14).
Intuitive understanding of the scaling relations
The optimal bin widths obtained for the doubly stochastic Poisson process and the sinusoidally regulated Poisson process exhibit different scaling relations with respect to the number of sequences, time scale and amplitude of rate modulation. We now seek to obtain an intuitive understanding of these scaling relations. Estimation error could arise from two kinds of causes: (i) statistical fluctuation due to the finite number of sampled data; and (ii) systematic error which arises by approximating continuous function with a discontinuous bar graph of a finite bin width.
The finite sample statistical fluctuation (i) is estimated as follows. The number of spikes that occur in each bin is approximately equal to nµ . From the central limit theorem, we know that the typical size of the statistical fluctuation of the spike rate is approximately µ × 1/ √ nµ = √ µ/(n ), which decreases with the bin width . On the other hand, the systematic error (ii) increases with the bin width . For a smooth rate function λ(t), such as a sinusoidal function, the systematic error increases linearly with the bin width, in proportion to σ /τ . The balance of the two kinds of errors, represented by the relation √ µ/(n ) ∼ σ /τ , results in the scaling relation * /τ ∼ (nσ 2 τ/µ) −1/3 , which is in accordance with (13) . The mechanism for this scaling is the same as that for Scott's choice of the number of bars used to construct histograms [13] . The scaling relation is dependent on the smoothness of the probability modulation. In the case that the rate function fluctuates in a zigzag form, as when modulated by the OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, the systematic error increases with σ √ /τ for a short time interval. The balance of these two kinds of errors, i.e. the condition √ µ/(n ) ∼ σ √ /τ , results in the scaling relation * /τ ∼ (nσ 2 τ/µ) −1/2 , which is in accordance with (7). In a practical application, we can make use of the knowledge of how to change (scale) the bin width with respect to the number of samples n. In the case that the underlying probability distribution is smooth, the bin width should be scaled in proportion to n −1/3 , while in the case that the underlying probability distribution takes the form of a greatly fluctuating zigzag, the bin width should be scaled in proportion to n −1/2 . When the bar graph histogram is replaced by a line graph histogram, the optimal bin width obeys a different scaling relation, given by (23). It is also possible to obtain an intuitive understanding of this result. In approximating a smooth function with a piecewise linear function, the systematic error (ii) increases quadratically with the bin width as σ ( /τ ) 2 . The balance of this with the finite sample statistical fluctuation (i), that is, the condition 2 , results in the scaling relation
, which is in accordance with (23). This argument can be extended to the spline interpolation of th order. In this case, we obtain a systematic error of order σ ( /τ ) ( +1) . The balance of two kinds of errors, represented by the relation
, results in the scaling relation
) . In the case that the rate function fluctuates in the form of a zigzag, as when modulated by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, however, neither a piecewise linear function nor a higherorder spline interpolation method improves the systematic error qualitatively, because of the Brownian nature of the fluctuation, i.e. the systematic error increases with σ √ /τ . We have also seen that the optimal bin widths obtained for the doubly stochastic Poisson process and the sinusoidally regulated Poisson process diverge under the similar conditions, namely z = nσ 2 τ/µ < O (1) . For the following discussion, we are able to obtain an intuitive understanding of the mechanism responsible for the fact that in such a parameter range, the inference of the time-dependent spike rate is impossible.
As discussed above, the typical size of the statistical fluctuation of the spike rate in each bin is approximately √ µ/(n ). In order for the time histogram to reflect the underlying rate modulation, this statistical fluctuation should be smaller than the amplitude of the underlying rate modulation, σ . This condition yields the inequality nσ 2 /µ > 1. In addition, the bin width should be smaller than the time scale of rate modulation, τ ; otherwise characterization of the time-dependent rate is impossible. This results in the final inequality, nσ 2 τ/µ = z > 1. This inequality is similar to (6) , (12), (16) and (22), differing only by numerical factors.
In a practical application, characteristics of the underlying rate of occurrence are generally not known a priori. In such a case, the optimal bin width may in principle be determined by using a cross-validation method: among the sequences derived from n repeated trials, take n − m spike sequences to construct an empirical time histogram, and then apply this time histogram to the remaining m spike sequences to measure the goodness of the fit. However, it requires a huge amount of computation to maximize the goodness of the fit by repeating this procedure for different samples and bin widths. Our theoretical results for the two specific models do not exactly hold for general situations, but could give rough estimates of the reasonable bin width: as discussed in this section, the scaling relation of the optimal bin width obtained for each of two models holds among the same class of rate functions (smooth or zigzag), and the parameter ranges in which the optimal bin width diverges are roughly the same in most cases.
Kernel method
The parameter range for which the optimal bin width * obtained with the line graph time histogram is finite is wider than that obtained with the bar graph time histogram. In fact, for a doubly stochastic Poisson process, the lower bound on z = nσ 2 τ/µ given in (16) for the line graph histogram, 2/5 = 0.4, is smaller than that given in (6) for the bar graph histogram, 1/2 = 0.5. For a sinusoidally regulated Poisson process, the lower bound on z given in (22) for the line graph histogram, π/(48/π − 4) = 0.28, is smaller than that given in (12) for the bar graph histogram, π/8 = 0.39. It is interesting to consider the possibility that the bin width * could remain finite for the entire parameter space if we employ better methods. Consider again the situation in which we received a set of spike sequences derived from the (unknown) rate of occurrence λ(t). In constructing a hypothetical rate of occurrenceλ(t) from the spiking data set, let us employ here the kernel method [8] , in which a sequence of spikes is filtered with a kernel K(t), as
where s(t) is the sequence of point events described as an array of the delta functions as
where t
is the time of the f th event, in the mth sequence. The squared error from the rate of occurrence, (1), could be minimized by choosing the kernel function as
whereQ ss (ω) is the power spectrum of the event sequence, or equivalently, the Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation of the event sequence,
andQ λs (ω) is the Fourier transformation of the correlation of the original rate and the event sequence,
Those correlation functions and the consequent (optimal) kernel can be obtained analytically for the doubly stochastic Poisson process and sinusoidally regulated Poisson process, as follows.
Doubly stochastic Poisson process
The correlation functions Q ss (t) and Q λs (t) for n sequences derived from the same rate of occurrence λ(t) of a doubly stochastic Poisson process are obtained as
and
Then the Fourier transformation of the optimal kernel (27) is given aŝ
By representing the δ function as
the kernel is obtained as
In this way the optimal kernel consists of two sub-kernels. It is notable that the time scale of the first sub-kernel, τ 1 , does not diverge, but is even shorter than the time scale of the original process, τ . However, the first sub-kernel contributes to the total integral K(t) dt = 1/n only in a fraction of
The larger the rate modulation τ σ 2 /µ, the larger the contribution of the first sub-kernel to the time integral, but it does not cover the total integral K(t) dt = 1/n. On one hand, the time constant of the second sub-kernel τ 2 ( ) diverges as → 0, and the second sub-kernel practically provides a window of an infinite width. This second sub-kernel covers a deficit of the time integral by
In this way, the optimal kernel (34) does not exhibit any critical phenomena, unlike the bin width divergence in the time histogram method, but the kernel always contains a part, which is distributed infinitely in width (second sub-kernel here). The mean squared error is estimated as 
Sinusoidally regulated Poisson process
In the same manner as above, Q ss (t) and Q λs (t) for the sinusoidally regulated Poisson process are obtained as
Then the Fourier transformation of the optimal kernel (27) can be obtained aŝ
By representing the δ function in the same form (33) as above, the kernel is obtained as
In this way, the optimal kernel for the sinusoidally regulated Poisson process also consists of two sub-kernels. The first sub-kernel is periodic with the period identical to that of the original sinusoidal regulation. The kernel for this point process does not exhibit any critical phenomena either, but two sub-kernels are distributed infinitely in width. In this sinusoidally regulated case, only the second sub-kernel contributes to the total integral K(t) dt = 1/n. Amplitudes of both sub-kernels, C 1 ( ) and C 2 ( ), vanish in the limit of → 0 with the fixed ratio,
Due to the perfect periodicity of the rate modulation in this special case, the underlying rate of occurrence is perfectly recovered.
Discussion
In the present study, we obtained the optimal bin widths in constructing time histograms for a doubly stochastic Poisson process and a sinusoidally regulated Poisson process, and found that they exhibit different scaling relations with respect to the number of sequences n, time scale τ , amplitude of rate modulation σ and the mean rate µ, but both diverge under similar parametric conditions, nσ 2 τ/µ < O (1) . The divergence of the optimal bin width proved in this paper is not a special phenomenon for these two specific model processes, but is a rather general phenomenon that commonly holds for most time-dependent point processes. In experimental neuroscience, most rate evaluations for spike sequences have been carried out using time histograms. However, to our knowledge, there have been no serious discussions on the choice of the bin width. The divergence of the optimal bin width could be taken as a general warning that in estimating the underlying rate of occurrence with a finite bin width one might detect spurious signals.
We also examined the kernel method to seek for the better inference for the time-dependent rate of those two stochastic processes. It was found that the kernel does not exhibit any critical phenomena, unlike the time histogram method. In both point processes the optimal kernel consists of two sub-kernels, which are time dependent and constant. The time scale of a time-dependent sub-kernel always remains finite. Another sub-kernel is an (infinitesimal) constant with a window of an infinite width. In the limit of small amplitude of rate modulation σ , the first time-dependent sub-kernel vanishes. This is identical to the histogram method with the diverging bin width. The kernel method can provide some information even when the time histogram method cannot provide any information with respect to the underlying rate of occurrence.
